Kashia Department of Environmental Planning Internship
UC Davis Bodega Marine Lab Partnership Project

SEEKING CURRENT TRIBAL COLLEGE STUDENTS

PROJECT PURPOSE

KDEP is partnering with the UC Davis Bodega Marine Lab on a project to produce a series of maps that visualize species of concern for the Tribe and how they are being impacted by ocean acidification and climate change.

UC Davis BML is interested in learning about tribal resource concerns along the coast.

KDEP is seeking a college student interested in participating in this project.

INTERNSHIP DUTIES:
- Making flyers/announcements
- Making calls/scheduling interviews/zoom meetings
- Assist with interview process/documentation/recording/research
- Work alongside KDEP & BML staff

Additional duties may arise.

EXPECTED START DATE:
Spring 2021 (Date TBD)

STIPENDS:
Intern will receive a stipend upon program completion

Interested individuals should contact Abreanna Gomes abby@stewartspoint.org or 707-591-0580 x 126.